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QUESTION 1

For non-SXA websites, why is it recommended to avoid setting presentation details directly on new content items? 

A. Defining presentation details on standard values ensures all the fields related to an item\\'s presentation are
configured for access by content creators. 

B. Sitecore does not allow presentation details to be changed at the content-item level, so they must be set and edited
from the standard values of templates. 

C. It allows all content items made from the same template to have the same presentation details by default and
eliminates additional work during content creation. 

D. It forces a prompt to appear when newcontent items are created so Content Authors can finalize the presentation
details for the new content items. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

When creating your containerized Sitecore environment with Docker, for the ease of launching the containers, which two
files are recommended? (Choose two.) 

A. clean.ps1 

B. docker-compose.yml 

C. compose.yml 

D. .env 

E. docker.exe 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

What do you do if the serialization command is not available when working with the Sitecore CLI? 

A. You need to execute the `dotnet restore\\' command in your command prompt. 

B. You need to install the Sitecore Serialization plugin. 

C. You need to restart your Sitecore instance as this indicates a lost connection. 

D. You need to reinstall your Sitecore Content Serialization tool. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

How would you debug the Sitecore Content Delivery role that isrunning on containers? 

A. Attach to the w3wp.exe process of the container from your IDE. 

B. Open the container logs in Docker Desktop and review for errors. 

C. Right-click the container in Docker Desktop and select Debug. 

D. Stop the container and run adebug command from PowerShell. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement explains the purpose of dynamic placeholders? 

A. Unlike static placeholders, users can create as many dynamic placeholders on a layout as needed. 

B. Dynamic placeholders with the same key can be used multipletimes on a page while allowing content within the
placeholder to be unique. 

C. Dynamic placeholders allow users to override the placeholder from a page and directly replace it with a new one. 

D. Dynamic placeholders allow the user to move the placeholder\\'scontent to any location on the page as necessary. 

Correct Answer: B 
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